
 
 

 

 

Agenda 
The Human Performance Challenges in High 
Risk Organizations 
A Benchmarking Opportunity between Firefighters and the Electric Power 
Industry 
 
March 25, 2019 | 10:00 a.m. – 3:00 p.m. Eastern 
 
NERC Atlanta Headquarters 
3353 Peachtree Road NE 
North Tower, Suite 600 
Atlanta, GA 30326 

 

Topic Presenter 

Registration and Welcome  

Logistics, Safety, and how to get the most from 
the next few hours 

James Merlo, NERC 

John Russ,  Program Manager, Firefighter Near 
Miss Reporting System 

The Human Performance Challenges of 
Firefighting 

Joseph W. Pfeifer, Former Chief of 
Counterterrorism and Emergency Preparedness for 
the New York Fire Department (FDNY) 

Human Performance Overview Jake Mazulewicz, JMA Human Error Solutions, LLC 

Observation and Coaching in the Field David Bowman, Knowledge Vine 

Lunch 

It’s How Our Brain Works…Understanding Why 
We Sometimes Get It Wrong  

Monika Bay, SORS 

Exercise in Personality Diversity Rob Fisher, Fisher IT 

Panel Discussion John Russ and team 

Open Discussion and Forum All 
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Dr. James Merlo 
North American Electric Reliability Corporation 

James Merlo is a Vice President at NERC leading the Reliability Risk Management 
department. Joining NERC in July 2011, James leads the electric reliability 
organization’s efforts to assess the industry status and needs with regard to events 
and occurrences on the Bulk Electric System and explores human performance 
challenges affecting bulk power system reliability. In this role, he identifies 
opportunities and methods for improvement based on proven methods from other 
industries and within the electrical industry to improve the reliability of the bulk 
power system. Additionally, he is responsible for ensuring that reliability based 
industry alerts, lessons learned, best practices and other valuable industry 
publications are quickly identified and communicated to the industry stakeholders 
and other various audiences. 

 
James served in a variety of leadership roles in the United States Army including combat tours in Desert 
Storm and Operation Iraqi Freedom. Significant positions include; Deputy Brigade Commander in 
Baghdad, Iraq 2004-2005 and as an assistant professor and program director at the United States Military 
Academy. James has his Bachelor of Science in Human Factors Psychology from West Point, his Masters in 
Engineering Psychology from the University of Illinois, and his PhD in Applied Experimental and Human 
Factors Psychology from the University of Central Florida. He is the author of over 50 publications and 
book chapters on the subjects of human factors engineering and human performance.   
 

John Russ 
National Firefighter Near Miss Reporting System 

John Russ is an 18-year veteran of the fire service, currently working for the 
Brentwood (TN) Fire & Rescue Department as a Lieutenant/ Paramedic. He has 
been the Program Manager for the International Association of Fire Chiefs’ 
Firefighter Near Miss Reporting System since January 2016. John has worked in 
various facets of the Firefighter Near Miss Reporting System since its inception 
in 2005. John also has worked for numerous career and voluntary fire and 
emergency service providers to include prehospital emergency medical service 
providers, specialized technical rescue organizations, along with risk 
management and prevention entities. He has a Master’s Degree from Middle 
Tennessee State University in Professional Studies and two Bachelor’s Degrees 

from Eastern Kentucky University; one in Fire & Safety Administration and one in Pre-Hospital Emergency 
Care. John also is a veteran of the United States Marine Corps.   
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Joseph Pfeifer 
Former Chief of Counterterrorism and Emergency Preparedness for the New York Fire 
Department 

Joseph Pfeifer is a Senior Fellow at Harvard Kennedy School (HKS) where he 
teaches several Programs on crisis leadership and leads research teams to 
examine international preparedness of major cities and their response to extreme 
events. He is also the Director for Crisis Leadership at Columbia University’s 
National Center for Disaster Preparedness, a senior fellow at the Combatting 
Terrorism Center at West Point and a visiting instructor at the Naval Postgraduate 
School. 
 
As a leading professional on crisis management he has appeared in major news 
media interviews and has spoken at the World Knowledge Forum, United Nations’ 

Conferences, National DHS Conferences and other major events. He has taught senior leaders from 
around the world about crisis leadership, disaster management, critical decision-making, cross-sector 
information sharing and organizational resiliency. He has conducted hundreds of simulations to test public 
and private sector response capabilities, surge capacity and coordination. He has also testified in front of 
the U.S. Congress about the threats cities will face in future. 
 
Pfeifer retired from the New York City Fire Department as an Assistant Chief and the founding director of 
FDNY’s Center for Terrorism and Disaster Preparedness. During his career, he has commanded at some of 
the largest disasters in the New York City’s history. He was the first Chief at the World Trade Center attack 
on 9/11, played a major command role during Hurricane Sandy and helped manage NYC’s Ebola. 
Response. 
 
He earned Master’s Degrees from the Harvard Kennedy School, Naval Postgraduate School and 
Immaculate Conception. He has written widely in professional journals and books. 
 

Dr. Jake Mazulewicz 
JMA, LLC 

Before launching his consulting practice in 2015, Dr. Jake Mazulewicz led all 
Human Performance Improvement (HPI) initiatives for a 3,500+ person 
business unit within Dominion Energy, a Fortune 500 utility. 
 
In that role, Jake partnered with technical experts in Distribution, 
Transmission, Substation, Switching, System Operations, System Protection, 
& Generation. He researched, taught, and advised leaders in these groups 
how to manage human errors by applying classic Human Performance 
Improvement (HPI) tools including: Situational Awareness, Checklists, and 3-

Way Communication. Jake also applied advanced concepts including Just Culture, and traits of High-
Reliability Organizations. 
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Using teaching techniques pioneered by business schools, Jake pioneered the use of interactive case-
based training modules that dramatically increased application of human performance concepts and 
helped reduce one technical group's error rate by more than 60% over three years. 
 
Jake served as the founding chairman of the North American Transmission Forum’s Human Performance 
Core Team. That group created initial principles of HPI excellence for transmission entities. Jake also 
served on reliability-driven teams as a firefighter, an emergency medical technician, a wilderness search & 
rescue field team leader, and a military paratrooper. Jake now teaches companies across the country how 
to reduce, mitigate and learn from human errors. 
 

David Bowman 

Knowledge Vine, LLC. 

David Bowman has over 25 years of industrial experience with a strong focus on 
operations, maintenance, safety engineering, and organizational alignment. David 
served in the United States Marine Corps and has held various leadership roles 
with R&R Marine Maintenance, Chevron, Chevron-Phillips, and Entergy. David is 
the founder and CEO of Knowledge Vine, LLC. 
 
David is a subject matter expert in Human Performance and led those efforts for 
Entergy Corporation for over 12 years. He has a proven track record in 

organizational effectiveness and alignment which led Entergy to its best record in the history of the 
company in 2013. He gained his experience and knowledge in the petrochemical, nuclear power, fossil 
fuel generation, utility transmission, and distribution industries. David has a Bachelor of Science in Safety 
Engineering. 
 
David is an effective leader and dynamic speaker. He can engage audiences at any level and is ready to 
help any organization achieve their full potential. David believes you can have safety, reliability, and 
quality if you seek to eliminate errors. 
 

Monika Bay 
Safety & Operational Risk Solutions, LLC 

Monika Bay helps organizations develop innovative solutions for reducing the risk of 
serious injuries and fatalities. Her unique approach is designed to deliver a real 
breakthrough in safety and operational performance by helping organizations better 
understand (1) the inherent human vulnerabilities in the front line worker and (2) the 
impact of culture and organizational system factors that influence the decisions and 
actions of the front line worker. By using various risk assessment techniques, creative 
training solutions, simulations, and the fundamentals of brain science, Monika has 
worked with leading fortune 500 utilities and construction organizations to help 
leaders and workers overcome those vulnerabilities and reduce injuries and 

operational events in targeted risk areas by as much as 85%. 
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Monika’s 37 year career within the utility industry includes experience in nuclear and fossil generation, 
environmental land use management, military contracts and utility privatization, distribution pole asset 
management, business transformation architecture, and serious injury and fatality risk reduction. She has 
been recognized across the industry with numerous utility safety awards and regularly provides keynote 
addresses as well as plenary sessions and workshop facilitation at conferences across the United States. 
Monika earned her BES degree in Civil Engineering from the Johns Hopkins University in Baltimore, MD. 
 

Rob Fisher 
Fisher IT, Inc. 

Rob Fisher is currently the President and Director of Operations for Fisher 
IT, Inc. a Native-American (Cherokee) owned business that was recently 
awarded a Top-100 Native-American Owned Business in the US and a Top-
50 Emerging Business in North Carolina by DiversityBusines.com. Rob has 
extensive experience in performing incident analysis, designing 
performance improvement systems, designing and improving corrective 
action programs, designing and running procedure programs, and 
educating staff. He is a sought after trainer, and is routinely invited to 

speak at international, national and regional conferences on safety, procedures, performance 
improvement, human performance and incident analysis. Fisher IT has most recently been recognized 
internationally as instrumental in reducing fatalities and serious / life-altering injuries in high hazard 
industries using human performance and procedure concepts. 
 
Fisher IT, Inc. provides training and consulting services in Human Performance Improvement, Incident 
Analysis, Corrective Action Program and Procedures / Programs / Processes for multiple industries. 
Current projects include US Nuclear, Non-Nuclear power generation and transmission, US Industrial and 
Petrochemical, Department of Energy and international clients.  
 
Fisher IT, Inc. is known world-wide for the creation of practical application error reduction tools for use 
from the Senior Leaders to the hands of the field worker. 
 


